Nothing PLAIN about PLAIN Weave

Illinois Prairie Weavers 2017 Challenge
Due at December meeting

This challenge is designed to encourage the weaver to create a beautiful yet unique cloth. This basic structure offers a wide variety of looks by using the myriad variations:
- Color
- Texture
- Thick and thin
- Double or triple weave (intersecting layers of plain weave)

The finished piece can be a scarf (8” x 60”)
or a runner (12” x 36”)
or a gamp showing two colors or multiple colors

Or anything showing your interpretation of PLAIN weave

dictionary.com defines plain weave as:
the most common and tightest of basic weave structures in which the filling shreds pass over and under successive warp threads and repeat the same pattern with alternate threads in the following row.

Experiment and play with this structure and HAVE FUN!!